Within the occupational therapy literature, Mosey (1985 Mosey ( , 1989 has been one of the principal proponents of this point of view. She has argued that multiple frames of reference serve the interests of a complex profession such as occupational therapy by providing flexibility, allowing for diversity, permitting the identification of legitimate tools for practice, and providing a context in which our lack of a common vocabulary can be explained. While conceding that the field must accept a variety of models for guiding practice for the time being, I contend that this pluralistic state of affairs can inhibit scientific progress (Christiansen, 1986) , and that greater conceptual unity will better serve the long-term interests of occupational therapy. In this brief essay, I will examine and attempt to refute many of the reasons used to justify pluralism, arguing that the carousel of diversity we are currently riding is more likely to lead us in circles than to promote useful scientific advancement.
As a first point, it can be argued that a pluralistic approach adds to the complexity of the field by emphasizing its diversity rather than the commonalities that collectively distinguish occupational therapy from other disciplines in health care. In a recent review of 10 major frames of reference guiding practice, I attempted to characterize each from the perspective of its major organizing ideas. Through this analysis (Christiansen, 1989) I identified many common philosophical principles across the models, leading me to conclude that diversity is primarily a consequence of the level at which one considers occupational dysfunction. That is, where the focus of attention is on deficits at the level of performance components (such as sensory, neuromotor, cognitive, or psychosocial subsystems), there is likely to be great diversity because of the number and complexity of these subsystems. On the other hand, when the focus of attention is on role performance in the domains of work, play/leisure, or self-maintenance, a more holistic view must be taken, and the perceived diversity is reduced, because in this case perfurmance represents the unified result of the various supporting components acting in a synergistic manner.
While most of the contemporary frames of reference in occupational therapy are centered around one or more specific performance components, others view performance or engagement in occupation from a more holistic orientation. The occupational behavior and human occupation frames of reference are examples of conceptual frameworks that are oriented at a higher (and, therefore, more encompassing) systems level. Rogers (1982) should be credited as one of the first scholars to raise the question of whether the more appropriate focus for occupational therapy is one of enhancing occupational performance or developing performance components (which she referred to respectively as skill and subskill approaches). In addressing this issue, she wrote:
At the conceptual level,we havecome to realize that theoriesdealing with fragmented aspects of human nature are inadequate for understanding a synergy such as occupation. Clinically, it has become all too apparent that the resumption of functional independence requires more than physical and mental restoration. . . We are in need of a philosophical base that will allow us to synthesize the skill and subskill approaches. (p. 715).
While Mosey (1985) has argued that a pluralistic approach allows the field to avoid choosing one level of focus over the other, this does not encourage the synthesis of either philosophical beliefs or scientific concepts. Instead, in my view, it establishes a refuge of legitimacy for those who prefer the simplicity of reductionistic approaches, and creates an aura of eclecticism that makes it difficult for those unfamiliar with occupational therapy to understand how it fits within the health care spectrum.
This eclectic milieu is far too tolerant of conceptual ambiguity. Throughout the occupational therapy literature, one finds idiosyncratic definitions for widely used terms and concepts-as if the authors who redefine these terms somehow feel compelled to place their stamp of originality on them. The term "adaptation" is one notable example. Given that this term is used widely throughout the biological and behavioral sciences, there appears to be no justifiable reason to add complexity by conceiving additional definitions for it. I Similarly, other authors have provided their personal definitions for the well-established socio-psychological concept of "role. "
In recognizing the phenomenon of multiple definitions, Mosey (1985) has written: "Everyone has their own definition for a particular term, has no definition at all, or uses the same term to label very different concepts." (p. 507). In her view, this state of affairs helps to jusfify the need for a pluralistic identity in occupational therapy, because multiple definitions are needed for multiple perspectives. From my vantage point, I do not believe that the differences among our existing frames of reference are sufficient to justify the multiple ad hoc definitions that have appeared in our literature. It is my contention that more uniformity is needed, because too much diversity in terminology can impede scientific progress by making it more difficult to compare scientific findings, by providing the ammunition for endless discussions centered around semantics rather than substance, and by diluting the efficiency of our limited pool of scientists.
lit is recognized that as a process of accommodating environmental change, adaptation has both immediate as well as long-term implications. There is, therefore, justification for distinguishing among various forms of adaptation. Kleinman and Bulkley (1982) should be credited for their work in formulating a useful taxonomy forviewing adaptation in various contexts.
Certainly, the attention of our researchers can be more constructively devoted to measuring important concepts rather than needlessly redefining them. Where refinement of a construct is necessary, there can be no legitimate objection to extending a definition through elaboration. But in better established scientific disciplines, definitions of constructs seem to be more readily accepted by convention, and new definitions are offered only after empirical work has suggested that the existing meaning must be reworked because of its inadequacy.
Paradoxically, while definitions abound (unnecessarily) for some terms in the occupational therapy literature, it is startling to find that there are many important concepts in the field for which useful definitions have not been developed. For example, until recently, the term "occupation" languished without a workable definition, possibly because of the ambiguity surrounding its use to describe both what one is doing or the structure of what one does in a given context. Nelson (1988) must be acknowledged for his excellent work in proposing a useful solution to that terminology quandary, He proposed that the term occupation encompass two elements, occupational form (the context) and occupational performance (the doing),
In his important paper, Nelson noted the problems associated with identifying and communicating specific levels of occupation, observing that many terms were often used interchangeably, despite the ambiguities that result from not having clear meanings associated with specific terms. Consider, for example, the words "task" and "activity," which have obvious importance to occupational therapy. Because activity is often used in a generic sense, it is presumed that activities encompass tasks, or that a task is a specific type of activity.
This difficulty reflects the unresolved issue of how we should appropriately describe specific units of occupation. When an individual does something, such as getting dressed, that act can often be viewed in the context of a larger stream of activities, such as preparing for the day's work. Collectively, our dressing behavior also has implications for career success, so that a pattern emerges, in that specific acts can be viewed as elements nested within larger clusters of behavior. Given that behavior constitutes a stream of activity, how to demarcate and, therefore, clearly communicate the specific level of activity in which one is interested becomes a problem of significant importance.
As a proposed solution, Nelson (1988) suggested that the term occupation can be used for all levels of activity, arguing that the same template for determining structure, meaning, and purpose can be applied to each because the level of an occupation is a function of the point in time at which one chooses to consider it. He cited Allen's (1987) observation that authors in occupational therapy tend to focus on only one level of occupation, so that a lack of conventional terminology to delineate these levels has not been a major problem. In the pluralistic environment that now exists, a broad inventory of terms describing various levels of occupation will continue to be used. Given this state of affairs, there would seem to be some practical value in adopting some conventions for common usage. 2 Because it emphasizes diversity and tolerates ambiguities in terminology, a pluralistic orientation inhibits the development of integrated frameworks for conceptualizing occupational therapy practice. A pluralistic philosophy makes the assumption that unified frameworks are limiting and unlikely to be achieved, thereby encouraging the evolution of yet additional frames of reference, rather than promoting efforts to develop unified frameworks or reconciling apparent contradictions in those that already exist.
The current existence of multiple frames of reference in occupational therapy should not be viewed as an argument in support of pluralism as much as a recognition that one can view occupational performance at different levels. While not addressing this issue directly, Henderson (1988) has acknowledged that the development of frames of reference may lead to the establishment of more general and parsimonious theories. The inference here is that a unified structure could emerge to provide a framework for enhancing our understanding of the role of occupation in the health and well-being of humankind.
In my view, it is possible to provide a philosophical basis as well as a conceptual framework for occupational therapy practice that eschews pluralism and views occupational performance in a unified manner. I continue to believe that occupational role performance and its supporting performance components can be addressed in an organized, integrated fashion that provides a logical, systematic basis for occupational therapy practice.
Although I wrote in the first volume of this journal (Christiansen, 1981 ) in favor of a unified framework for occupational therapy, my purpose in this paper has not been to lament the reality that many frames of reference continue to exist in the discipline. Rather, my specific concern here has been with the unintentional consequences of a philosophical environment where divergence, rather than synthesis, becomes the 2In considering this matter elsewhere (Christiansen, 1990) , I concluded that a useful taxonomy of occupation might include the levels of activities, tasks, and roles in an ascending hierarchy. While each represents a discernible level of occupation, each is also nested within the next higher level, so that sets of activities constitute tasks, and' clusters of tasks constitute specific roles that must be performed satisfactorily according to prescribed rules for competent role performance. Individual activities can also be broken down into identifiable steps, each of which requires underlying abilities and skills for its competent performance. prevailing condition. To advocate a pluralistic identity, in my view, is to actively foster diversity at the possible expense of progress in developing occupational therapy as an applied science. For this reason, the perils of plurality must be acknowledged. 3
